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Foreword

Dear colleagues,
The Editorial Board of the Journal of Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre has the
honor to invite you to in November 2015 to the event International Symposium GEOMAT
2015 (http://geomat.ro/), a conference already winning tradition in the field. This event
will be organized also under Romanian Surveyors Union aegis.
The symposium will better highlight the importance of spatial reference data use in
society and especially in the field of engineering. Especially young researchers and
students are encouraged to actively participate at the conference activities, to be well
prepared to challenges that will occur through accelerated development of technology.
The conference deadlines are the following : participants shall be informed about
the acceptance of papers by 5th of October 2015, payment of the registration fee and
sending the full paper by 19th of October 2015 and registration for the conference by 5th
of November 2015.

Editorial Board
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Message from the President of Romanian Surveyors Union
Colleagues, members of the Romanian Surveyors Union,

We managed to get our first issue of the magazine and now we are at the second
number in the new format, which will help us become visible not only in Romania but
also in the world. This work needed the efforts of all those who want this job to gain an
important place in society.
We must be aware that the work that we do is of great social importance. Starting
from geodetic network, based on any works or cadastral surveying, continuing with
measurements, data processing and editing, everything must bear the stamp of quality.
The beneficiary must have finally a correctly work in all respects.
Speaking in present, the main majority of specialists are involved in sporadic or
systematic cadastral works. In this kind of works the specialist interacts with the citizen
who requires the registration and who comes confident at cadastral office. How he is
treated, how the work is very important for the beneficiary. Unfortunately many
specialists have not an office where discuss with the client, take a lead and never ending
work, do not properly connect to the geodetic network and hence overlaps, working with
GNSS technology without understanding the workflow, etc. From here there are a lot of
grievances that can reverberate through trades on all specialists.
Let's try to change the perception that beneficiaries have about our specialists and
our job and improve the service quality. Let’s start from the approach of the beneficiary
until the final quality of the work.
If you want to be compared with notaries, let us act like a caste and let's have strict
rules. Let us improve the quality of services that we offer.
President of Romanian Surveyors Union,
Prof. PhD.Eng. Cornel Păunescu
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The Commissions Activities - Commission 5 - Cadastre and Real Estate
Valuation
The 5th Commission members' participation in scientific meetings organized in the
cadastral domain - both in Romania and abroad - was one of the priorities envisaged,
within the context of Romanian Surveyors Union, in May 2015.
1. The World Cadastre Summit
The World Cadastre Summit (WCS) - Congress and Exhibition - an event
organized by the Ministry of Environment and urbanization and the General Directorate
of Registries and Land Cadastre of Turkey – was held in Istanbul, between 20 to 24 April
2015. This scientific event brought together scientists recognized worldwide for concepts
and contributions to the development of cadastre, representatives of the FIG, World
Bank, UN, experts from the public and private sectors, academia, students, staff within
cadastral agencies from many countries, members of NGOs, politicians. At this event
were been present specialists from 92 countries, the total number of participants being
3327. Detailed information regarding the conduct of the congress, official speeches,
papers and presentations of participants, photo galleries etc. can be accessed at
http://wcadastre.org/.
Romania had been involved at the Congress Centre in Istanbul Halic WCS by
MDRAP representative, General Deputy Secretary Mihai Busuioc, NACLR delegation
headed by Victor Adrian Grigorescu - Geodesy and Cadastre Department Director,
Romanian Deputy Ionut Săvoiu, Prof.PhD.Eng. Gheorghe Badea and
Assoc.Prof.PhD.Eng. - Ana Cornelia Badea from Faculty of Geodesy, Bucharest,
members of Romanian Union of Surveyors (RUS). In the technical section were
presented the papers "CURRENT ISSUES IN CADASTRAL REGULATIONS IN
ROMANIA", "E-LEARNING APPROACH IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN CADASTRAL
AND CADASTRAL LEGISLATION" and "SPECIFIC ISSUES IN GREEN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT IN ROMANIA", authors - Ana Cornelia Badea and Gheorghe Badea.
The congress took place in 3 plenary sessions, namely: Role of cadastre in world
changing and developing, Action in the cadastral domain and issues in the world,
Cadastre for next generations and 27 technical sessions with themes and subjects related
to the domain, underlying cadastral practice all over the world.
At the end of the summit, the official delegations of the participating states signed
the "Declaration on cadastral ISTANBUL IN THE WORLD SUMMIT Cadastre 2015''
5
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Let us Cadastre the World ..." a document containing 22 principles generally accepted as
relevant to the development of cadastre worldwide for better use of the land, for our
common future.

2. Symposium "GeoPreVi 2015”- Geodesy, present and future
Symposium "GeoPreVi 2015”- Geodesy, present and future was held on 8-9 May
2015 at the Faculty of Geodesy, TUCEB and aimed at creating opportunities for
researchers, professionals and students to present the latest insights, technologies used,
technical solutions and to exchange useful ideas. The symposium was jointly organized
by the Faculty of Geodesy, National Agency of Cadastre and Land Registration (NACLR)
and Romanian Union of Surveyors (RUS), representatives at the highest level.
During the symposium were two plenary presentations: Prof.PhD.Eng. Dumitru
Onose, Dean of Faculty of Geodesy, TUCEB and Eng. Constantin Ene, Director of
Geographic Information Systems Department of NACLR. Technical section had as
theme: Acquisition and management of spatial information; Professional standards and
educational management - 21 papers, Geodetic engineering surveying; Modern methods
of registration and valuation of the property - 23 papers and Young researchers (PhD
students, MSc students) - 29 papers. (http://geodezie.utcb.ro/).
Also, experts from academia, Department of Military Topography, National
Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration, National Mapping Centre, Romanian Space
Agency, Romanian Agency for Research on Military Equipment and Technologies,
Astronomical Institute of the Romanian Academy, Institute of Geodynamics of the
Romanian Academy , Astronomical Military Observatory were participate at the
workshop “Geoid Determining in Romania - past, present and future”.
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3. FIG Working Week 2015
Between 17 to 21 May 2015 was held in Sofia, Bulgaria, FIG Working Week, an
event held at the National Palace of Culture. President of FIG for the 2015-2018 period,
dr. Chryssy Potsiou from Greece, led the General Assembly of FIG, presenting the
President report and work plans of the Council of FIG and of the 10 Commissions for the
period 2015-2018 (http: / /www.fig.net/news/news_2015/2015_05_fig2015-report.asp).
At the FIG Working Week had attended over 900 specialists from 70 countries,
were presented 320 papers in three plenary sessions and 67 technical sessions.
From Romania attended 19 specialists: 4 of NACLR, 1 of Deputy Chamber of
Romanian Parliament, 2 of Faculty of Geodesy, TUCEB, 9 of C & C TOPOEXIM SRL
and 3 of BLOM INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS SRL. Mr. Sӑvoiu presented in the
Plenary Session the paper “The challenging role of surveyors in the land management
issues related to growing economies”. Prof. G. Badea and Assoc. Prof. A.C. Badea
(Technical University of Civil Engineering - Faculty of Geodesy, Bucharest) presented
two papers in the Technical Sessions of 2nd and 7th FIG Commissions.
General Assembly voted that FIG Working Week 2019 to be held in Vietnam, in
Hanoi, the other venues for FIG working weeks being Christchurch, New Zealand (May,
2 to 6 2016), Helsinki, Finland, (May, 29 – June, 2, 2017), and the XXVIth Congress and
General Assembly in 2018 will take place in Turkey at Istanbul (May, 6 to 11).
The event, held at Sofia allowed the official handing of the Certificate of Academic
Member for Technical University of Civil Engineering - Faculty of Geodesy, Bucharest
(AC-40134), thus crowning the efforts made by the Dean, Prof.PhD.Eng. Dumitru Onose
and the TUCEB Rector, Prof.PhD.Eng. Iohan Neuner. All these efforts were made in the
purpose that Romanian higher education in surveying to be represented in the most
important professional organization in the world.

Prof. PhD. Eng. Gheorghe BADEA
Commission 5 - Cadastre and Real Estate Valuation
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Abstract
For many years, close-range photogrammetry has been
dealing with the extraction of high accurate informations
from images. The used techniques, mostly require a very
precise calibration of cameras, either metric or non-metric
cameras. This article presents the importance of a good
determination of the intrinsic parameters in obtaining a
high quality and accurate 3D model. In order to obtain the
results, the 3D model of a sphere was created, using images
acquired with the Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital
camera, whose intrinsic parameters were determined, using
different calibration methods and objects. Finally, the 3D
models obtained by using the same digital camera and
different intrinsic parameters were compared with the
model created with a precision of 10 µm based on the
measurements made with the help of a micrometer. The
differences between this models represent the influence of
each calibration method on the accuracy of the final 3D
model.

September 2015

1. Introduction
In recent years non-metric digital cameras are used to
obtain metric information from our environment, due to the
technological developments of this cameras, in areas such
as accident reconstruction, industrial inspection and some
heritage recording projects, but also metric cameras are still
of great use in areas such as architecture [Remondino and
Fraser, 2006].
In order to achieve accurate information of the threedimensional (3D) world, the camera calibration process is
an important task. The purpose of camera calibration is to
describe the projection model that relates both coordinate
systems, and to identify the intrinsic camera parameters so
it can be used as a measurement device. Such parameters
are usually calculated from a calibration target that contains
easily and accurately detectable features in the captured
image [Zhang, 2002].
There are many algorithm for this process that have been
developed by several authors, such as: Duane C. Brown
(1971) and Faig W. (1976) in photogrammetry community
and more recently in computer vision by Gennery D.
(1979), Ganapathy S. (1984), Olivier Faugeras and Giorgio
Toscani (1986), Tsai (1987), Heikkilä and Silven (1997),
Heikkilä (2000), Bakstein and Halir (2000), Zhang (2000).
Overview of calibration methods and some software for
digital camera calibration are presented in [Remondino F.
And Fraser C., 2006] and also in Gruen and Huang (2001),
Fryer (1996), Klette et al. (1996), Godding (1999), Maas
(1988), Kupfer and Wester-Ebbinghaus (1985), WesterEbbinghaus (1983), Brown (1971) as described in
[Luhmann T. et al., 2006].
Three calibration methods can effectively be distinguished.
These are characterised by the reference object used and by
the time and location of calibration [Luhmann T. et al.,
2006]: laboratory calibration, test field calibration and selfcalibration.

Keywords
accuracy, calibration, CMM,,digital images, 3D model
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The test field calibration methods can be classify into three
categories [Zhang, 2004]:
- 3D reference object based calibration;
- 2D plane based calibration;
- 1D line based calibration.
This paper presents four test-field calibration methods to
determine the parameters of a Canon PowerShot SX120 IS
digital non-metric camera using one 3D calibration object
and three 2D calibration objects and also the selfcalibration method.
Calibration using 3D calibration objects yields very
efficient results, although the calibration elements must be
accurate and require an elaborate configuration [Zhang,
2000].
A non-metric camera is a camera whose interior orientation
is completely or partially unknown and frequently unstable.
All “off the shelf” or “amateur” cameras belong to this
category are perhaps rather easily classified by the lack of
fiducial marks [Faig, 1976].
The motivation of this paper is to determine which
calibration object to be used in order to calibrate a nonmetric camera, depending on the precision to obtain when
reconstructing an object in 3D.

and 6 of them on a board. This object was then attached to
a room wall in order to make image observations. Relative
movements of targets on walls and so forth must be
considered if the calibration range is to remain operative for
a long period.
A coordinate measuring machine (CMM), produced by
Aberlink, with an uncertainty within the working space of 2
µm, was used to place the target in the world coordinate
system (Fig. 1 a,b). The 42 control points coordinates were
measured in the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system, corresponding
to the world coordinate system, with the XOY plane, the
board plane and the OZ axis perpendicular to the board
plane as it can be seen in Fig. 1c. For each control point
were measured four points, the software automatically
determining the best fit circle of the four points and then
computing, all automatically the coordinates of the circle
center and the circle diameter. The coordinates of the
control points were registered automatically to a computer.

2. Camera calibration
(a)

For this study, a Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital
camera (10 Mega pixel), equipped with a 5.744
mm by 4.308 mm image sensor was calibrated using test
field and self-calibration methods. The digital image taken
with this camera has a resolution of 2816 x 2112 pixels.
Test field calibration is based o a suitable targeted field of
object points with known coordinates or distances. This test
field is imaged from several camera stations ensuring good
ray intersections or a single camera station, filling the
image format. Test field can be mobile or stationary. In
general the design of the test field should be representative
of the volume of the actual object to be measured. The
number and distribution of image points are of major
importance for an accurate determination of distorsion
parameters [Luhmann T. et al., 2006].
In the case of self-calibration, the test field is replaced by
the object that needs to be reconstruct in 3D, so the intrinsic
parameters are determined simultaneously with the object
3D model.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 (a), (b) Measuring the coordinates of the control points using a
CMM and (c) the 3D reference object in the 3D world coordinate
system

For the calibration process using this 3D object, the camera
calibration toolbox for Matlab implementing the Heikkila
& Silven’s method was used. This Matlab toolbox is
available at www.ee.oulu.fi/~jth/calibr/ and utilizes a new
bias correction procedure for circular control points and a
nonrecursive method for reversing the distortion model.
Also, the technique developed by Heikkila and Silven
(1997) first extracts initial estimates of the camera
parameters using a closed-form solution (DLT-Direct linear
transformation) and then a nonlinear least-squares
estimation is applied to define the interior orientation and
compute the distortion parameters. The model uses two
coefficients for both radial and decentering distortion, and
the method works with single or multiple images and with
2D or 3D calibration grids [Zhang Z., 2000].
In order to apply this calibration method the following
elements have to be known: radius of control points r, the
conversion factors Du and Dv, the 3D coordinates and the
observed image coordinates of the control points.
The intrinsic parameters such as focal distance (f), optical
center point (u0,v0), correction of radial distortion (k1, k2)

2.1 The Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
calibration using 3D reference objects
For this case study a 3D reference objects was created.
It consists in a number of 42 points, 36 of them being
placed in the corners of 9 wood cubes with different heights
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and correction of decentering distortion (p1, p2) for the three
images taken with the Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital
camera as well as their average, are presented in Table 1.

The second 2D calibration field consist of a planar object
point array, namely 144 points, distributed on 12 rows and
12 columns, printed on an sheet of 36×36 inch (Fig. 3a).
This planar sheet was placed on the floor. The camera was
placed on a tripod to ensure the camera and image stability,
as you can see in Fig. 3b.

Table 1. Physical Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
parameters, calculated using Heikkila and Silven’s method based on
3D calibration object
Image

f [mm]

1

5.9898

2

5.9856

3

5.9932

Average

5.9895

u0 [pixels]/
v0 [pixels]
1435.7557
1063.5828
1432.6982
1067.9399
1444.6962
1080.9282
1437.7167
1070.8170

k1 [mm-3]/
k2 [mm-4]
8.971394
-3.456568
9.132086
-3.538361
9.165067
-3.635191
9.089516
-3.543373

p1 [mm-4]/
p2 [mm-4]
-5.882855
-4.016074
-6.886404
-4.421214
-6.170763
-5.173718
-6.31334
-4.537002

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 (a) 2D calibration object consisting in 144 points, (b) image
acquisition for camera calibration

The images of this 2D calibration target were taken and
processed as in the previous case.
In the case of the calibration process, the average photo
point coverage was 86%, the maximum error of marking
the points was 0.875 pixels and the minimum error of 0.143
pixels (the overall residual was 0.185 pixels, the maximum
RMS was 0.430 pixels, the minimum RMS was 0.094
pixels).
The intrinsic parameters calculated using the above
described 2D calibration objects, are presented in Table 2.

2.2 The Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
calibration using 2D calibration objects
The first 2D calibration field consist of a planar object
point array, namely 100 points, distributed on 10 rows and
10 columns, printed on an A4 sheet. This planar sheet was
placed on a flat surface that is a board with a uniform
texture and color, as shown in Fig. 2, this shortening the
time to determine the parameters of the camera used. The
camera was placed on a tripod to ensure the camera and
image stability.

Table 2. Physical Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
parameters, calculated using 2D calibration objects fom Photomodeler
library
2D
calibration
object
100
control
points

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 (a) 2D calibration object consisting in 100 points, (b) image
acquisition for camera calibration

144
control
points

The images of the 2D calibration target, taken from the four
sides of the planar target at various rotations, were
processed using the “PhotoModeler Scanner” software,
which automatically identified the points of the planar
object point array (4 control points and 96 extra points) and
calculated the calibration parameters of the camera using
the "Camera Calibration Project ".
In the case of the calibration process, the average photo
point coverage was 81%, the maximum error of marking
the points was 0.711 pixels and the minimum error of 0.110
pixels (the overall residual was 0.125 pixels, the maximum
RMS was 0.345 pixels, the minimum RMS was 0.058
pixels).

f [mm]

u0 [pixels]/
v0 [pixels]

k1 [mm-3]/
k2 [mm-4]

p1 [mm-5]/
p2 [mm-5]

1414.4263

6.431

-9.260

1073.6082

-1.646

9.476

1410.3547

6.273

-9.181

1067.9344

-1.807

2.894

6.0660

6.0669

The third 2D calibration field consists in pattern of both
white and black squares, where one side contains an even
number of squares, and the other contains an odd number of
squares (asymmetric checkerboard), which can be found in
the
MatlabR2015
library,
under
the
name
“checkerboardPatter.pdf” (Fig. 4). The
checkerboard
pattern it is used because makes it easier to detect it
automatically.
This pattern was printed and stick to a flat surface, namely
a cardboard.
It is recommended to use 10 to 20 uncompressed images or
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images in lossless compression formats such as PNG for
accurate calibration results, with no auto-focus and with
constant zooming during images acquisition.

(c) The process of camera calibration. In this step the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are calculated as well as
the radial and tangential coefficients (Table 3).
Table 3. Physical Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
parameters, calculated using the checkerboard calibration pattern
f [mm]
6.3898

u0 [pixels]/
v0 [pixels]
1449.0977
1123.3805

k1 [mm-4]/
k2 [mm-4]
-4.2373
2.7357

p1 [mm-6]
p2 [mm-6]
2.9452
4.9445

d) Evaluating the calibration accuracy. There are several
ways to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated parameters:
-Plot the relative locations of the camera and
the calibration pattern (Fig. 6 a,b);
-Calculate the reprojection errors (Fig. 7,8);
-Calculate the parameter estimation errors.

Fig. 4 2D calibration object consisting in an asymetric checkerboard

The calibration object must fulfill the entire image surface,
it should be at approximately the same distance from the
camera as the objects you want to measure and should be
rotated so that the images to be taken from different angles
using the digital camera to be calibrated.
The size of a square must be measured in world units, for
example millimeters, as precisely as possible. In this
example 18 images of the pattern were used with the square
size of 61 mm and the camera calibration was done by the
following steps:
a) Detecting the checkerboard corners in the images (Fig.
5).

Reprojection errors provide a qualitative measure of
accuracy. They were graphically represented as a bar
graphic, each bar showing the mean reprojection error for
the corresponding calibration image (Fig. 7), and also as a
point cloud (Fig. 8). The reprojection errors are the
distances expressed in pixels between the corner points
detected in the image, and the corresponding ideal world
points projected into the image. In the case of the graphic
bar, in order for the calibration process to be accurate the
reprojection errors must be smaller than 1 pixel.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6 Extrinsic parameters visualization (a) the relative positions of
the calibration pattern in the camera's coordinate system, (b) the
locations of the camera in the pattern's coordinate system

Fig. 5 Identifying automatically the squares corners

In the case of the point cloud, a good calibration, consists of
a compact point cloud and the outermost point may indicate
possible problems with the image of belonging. To improve
accuracy the image may be removed.

You can then check the accuracy of the checkboard
detector by zooming in to inspect the results. In this way
you can find bad detections and remove bad images.
(b) Generating the world coordinates of the checkerboard
corners in the pattern-centric coordinate system, with the
upper-left corner at (0,0). In this step a matrix which
contains the squares corners coordinates is created.
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the values obtained by 4 different calibration objects (Fig.
9). To model the radial distortion Δr the odd-order
polynomial Δr = k1r3 + k2r5 was used, where r is the radial
distance. The decentering distortion P(r) was graphically
represented in a manner similar to the radial distorsion,
using the function

P( r )  p12  p22  r 2

.

Fig. 7 Graphic bar representing the mean reprojection error per image

(a)

Fig. 8 Point cloud representing the mean reprojection error per image

(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Radial and (b) decentering distortion profiles for the Canon
PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera, computed using the values
obtained by 5 different calibration methods

Estimation errors represent the uncertainty of each
estimated parameter, being calculated in the same units as
the corresponding parameter (Table 4).

3. 3D reconstruction of a sphere

Table 4. Standard errors of estimated Canon PowerShot SX120 IS
digital camera parameters
-2

f [mm ]
1.9117

u0 [pixels]/
v0 [pixels]
4.8632
4.7778

k1 [mm-5]/
k2 [mm-4]
1.494825
1.555967

In order to determine which calibration object to be used
for a digital camera calibration when we want to
reconstruct an object in 3D (in these experiments a small
size object), we chose a sphere whose 3D model was
created based on the digital images taken with the Canon
PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera whose interior
orientation parameters were obtained by different
calibration methods.
First, the sphere radius was measured with a precision of 10
μm using a micrometer obtaining a value of 69.175 mm.
Then the sphere was placed on a 2D grid of squares and
photographed all around being taken 18 images from 18
different camera positions distributed circularly around the
object (Fig. 10).

p1 [mm-6]
p2 [mm-6]
6.329200
5.061966

2.3 The Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
calibration using self-calibration method
As we mentioned above, when using the self-calibration
method, the intrinsic parameters are determined
simultaneously with the object 3D model. So, this process
is described in the next subsection.
2.4 The Canon PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera
distorsion profiles
The radial and decentering distortion profiles for the Canon
PowerShot SX120 IS digital camera, were computed using
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 12 Point cloud representing the sphere obtained after the filtering
process (a) perspective view, (b) top view

Fig. 10 Image acquisition for the sphere 3D reconstruction

The images were processed automatically, using two
different software.
First a point cloud was automatically generated using the
“3DF Zephyr Pro“ software, containing a number of 34917
points (Fig 11). Using the local coordinates of three points,
representing the grid intersections, the point cloud was
brought in a local system with the XOY plane in the grid
plane, the RMS (Root Mean Square) being 0.072 mm.
Knowing that the 2D grid size is 10 mm, the point cloud
was scaled using one control distance with a length of 19
squares, namely 190 mm, defined by two corners situated
in the immediate vicinity of the sphere, which were clearly
identified in the images, the scale factor being 154.12. In
order to calculate the RMS, four distances representing the
sides of a rectangle (three of his corners are the control
points used to align the point cloud to the local coordinate
system) were measured before and after the scale process,
the RMS being 0.527 mm.

(a)

In the second case, the RAD coded targets placed all over
the sphere surface were marked automatically on each
image individually and the corners of the same rectangle as
in the previous case and some additionally grid
intersections were manually marked using the
“Photomodeler Scanner software” (Fig. 13). By processing
the data, using the Bundle adjustment algorithm
implemented into the “Photomodeler Scanner software”,
the 3D coordinates of all referenced points were computed,
their measurement precision was estimated and also the
spatial locations and orientation angles of each camera
were calculated. Thus, were computed the 3D coordinates
of a number of 366 targets, of which a total of 52 points
represents the 2D grid intersections (Fig. 13).
The points coordinates were brought in the same coordinate
system as the automatically generated point cloud, using
the same three control points. Then, the object was scaled
using the same control distance as in the previous case, the
RMS being 0.457 mm and the scale factor 154.13.
For this case study, all the image coordinates errors were
less than 5 pixels tolerance suggested by "PhotoModeler
Scanner". The overall residual of the project was 0.719
pixels, less than the recommended of 5 pixels. The total
error for determining the world coordinates, range between
0.011 mm and 0.587 mm. The angles between the
projection rays range between 60.7488 ÷ 890.9956, the
recommended angle being of 900, with an average of
740.6181.

(b)

Fig. 11. The sphere 3D model, created in the “3DF Zephyr Pro“
software (a) point cloud, (b) mesh surface

The point cloud was imported into „CloudCompare“
software where, through the filtering process, only the
points corresponding to the sphere surface were extracted,
namely 16805 points (Fig. 12).
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in matrix form as: BX+L=0. The system solution is the X
vector of the following form: X=-(BTB)-1BTL.
Calculations were performed for the point cloud which was
automatically generated using the “3DF Zephyr Pro“
software and for the RAD coded targets automatically
calculated using the “Photomodeler Scanner software” and
different calibration parameters.
Next, we will refer to the RAD coded targets whose 3D
coordinates were calculated using the digital camera
intrinsic parameters obtained by using the 100 control
points 2D calibration object.
The initial estimates for the sphere center coordinates and
the sphere radius are:
ao  57.2620 mm; bo  98.3711mm;

Fig. 13 A screen shot of the 3D Viewer with the final set of threedimensional control points and cameras displayed

co  126.4812 mm; ro  69.5514 mm

To approximate the mathematical shape of the object,
namely with a sphere, the least-squares method was used.
The starting point was the implicit equation of a sphere,
with the form:
( x  a)2  ( y  b)2  ( z  c)2  r 2  0

The sphere that best fit the measured points is obtained by
minimizing the distances (perpendiculars) drawn from each
point to the sphere circumference. The Gauss Newton
method is used to arrive at the final values for center
coordinates and radius. The function is linearized by a
Taylor series expansion around four provisional values (a 0,
b0, c0, r0) and the first order terms are detained:

(1)

where:
r- the sphere radius,
(a,b,c)-the sphere center coordinates.

 Gi 
 Gi 
 da  
 db
 a o
 b o

Gi ( a, b, c, r )  Gi ( ao , bo , co , ro )  

 Gi 
 Gi 
 dc  
 dr  ...

c

o
 r o

The following function will be considered:

Fi  ri 2  r 2  ( xi  a)2  ( yi  b)2  ( zi  c)2  r 2



(2)
(5)
where:
Gi(a,b,c,r)=di=ri-r;
ao, bo, co and ro – the provisional values of the unknowns
obtains by solving the equations system (4);

The equation (2) can be used for initial values of the sphere
center coordinates and the sphere radius calculation. The
equation for a point Pi on the sphere circumference is:

Fi (a, b, c, r )  xi 2  yi 2  zi 2  2axi  2byi  2czi

(3)

 (a 2  b2  c 2  r 2 )  0

each point to the sphere center.
By conveniently grouping the terms, the unknown
parameters of the sphere corrections equations system
results, written in matrix form [Oniga E. and Chirila C.,
2012]:

We note the term (a2+b2+c-r2) with ρ and the equations
system for n data points, written in matrix form is:
 2  x1

 2  x2
 ...

 2  xn

2  y1

2  z1

2  y2
...

2  z2
...

2  yn

2  zn

2
2
2
1   ao   x1  y1  z1   F1 
  
    2
1   bo   x2  y22  z22   F2 


 
...  co  
...
  ... 
  
1   o   x 2  y 2  z 2   Fn 
n
n
 n

ri  ( xi  ao )2  ( yi  bo )2  ( zi  co )2
- the distances drawn from

(4)

Br ,4 X 4 ,1  Lr ,1  Vr ,1 , with Pr ,r
where:

In order to solve this system by the least-squares method,
Fi=0 is considered. The equations system (4) can be written
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Br ,4

X 4 ,1

 ( x1  ao )

r1

 ( x2  ao )

r2


...

 ( xr  ao )

rr


( y1  bo )
r1

( z1  co )
r1

( y2  bo )
r2

( z2  co )
r2

...
( yr  bo )
rr

...
( zr  co )
rr


1


1
,
... 


1


A threshold of 0.1 mm for the corrections values was
imposed, so the points with the corresponding corrections
greater than the threshold are eliminated after the first
iteration, in this case 18 points.
The process is iterative until all unknowns do not change
significantly. A routine in the MATLAB programming
language was written. First a *.txt file was created
containing a column with the detailed point number, three
columns with the coordinates (X, Y, Z) in the local system
defined in the “Photomodeler Scanner software” and three
columns containing the measurement accuracies of the
three coordinates.
A total number of six iterations was effectuated, obtaining a
maximum positive initial correction (after the first iteration)
of 0.1632 mm, a maximum negative of -0.1506 mm and a
minimum correction of 0.1 µm. The corrections histogram
obtained after the first iteration is presented in Fig. 14a and
the corrections histogram obtained after the sixth iteration
in Fig. 14b.
The final values for the sphere center coordinates and the
sphere radius, determined with a precision of 0.039 m
after six iterations, are:

 v1 
 da 
 
 
v2
db
   , Vr ,1    ,
 ... 
 dc 
 
 
 dr 
 vr 


2
2
2
 ( x1  ao )  ( y1  bo )  ( z1  co )  ro
Lr ,1   .............................................................

 ( x  a )2  ( y  b )2  ( z  c )2  r
r
o
r
o
r
o
o

2
1 / s
...
0 
t1


Pr ,r   ...
...
... 


 0
0 1 / st2 
r 




,




a  57.6423mm; b  98.3268mm;
c  126.6113mm; r  69.5536 mm.

The weights matrix has on its main diagonal the inverses of
the squares of the spatial errors corresponding to the
artificial control points and all the other elements equal to
zero.
The normal equations system is:

Corrections distribution
90
80
70

N n,n X n,1  Tn,1  On,1 ,
where N  BT PB and T  BT PL

Frequency

60

(7)

from where the unknowns vector is:

X n,1 

1
 N n,n
Tn,1

 Qn,n  Tn,1 ( Q  N

50
40
30

1

)

20
10

The determination precision of the sphere radius from the
unknown matrix is expressed with the mean square error:

0
-0.2

(a)

sr  so Q4 ,4  0.067  m,
where so 

[V T PV ]
 0.068 mm, with r  314 and n  4
r n

(8)

After solving the equations system, the compensated
parameters of the sphere that best fits the 314 artificial
control points are calculated:

a  57.2719 mm; b  98.3711mm;
c  126.4806 mm; r  69.5463mm.
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4. Conclusions
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All lenses, whether of a metric, semi-metric or non-metric
photogrammetric cameras, suffer from aberrations, that are
known as radial and decentering distortion. Before any
camera system is used for photogrammetric projects, the
intrinsic parameters of the camera: focal length (f), optical
center point (u0,v0), correction of radial distortion (k1, k2),
correction of tangential distortion (p1, p2) and the medium
image scale factor su, as well as the extrinsic parameters (rij,
X0, Y0, Z0) should be determined in the calibration process.
A non-metric camera, the Canon PowerShot SX120 IS
digital camera, was calibrated in this article using both 3D
calibration objects and 2D calibration objects and also the
self-calibration method.
The accuracy in 3D reconstruction of an object is directly
proportional to the scale factor, so it is recommended to use
a 2D grid to be photographed simultaneously with the
object.
The best accuracy was obtained with the calibration
parameters calculated based on the 42 control points 3D
calibration target and the lowest accuracy was obtained
with the calibration parameters calculated based on the
checkerboard pattern. Using artificial control points placed
all over the object surface, a much better measurement
precision can be obtained than in the case of the natural
control points. The minimum 3D reconstruction error of the
sphere was 0.16 mm, representing 1:862 from the object
dimension and the maximum 3D reconstruction error was
1.37 mm, representing 1:101 from the object dimension.
These experiments represent an analysis of the precision of
object 3D reconstruction process when using a non-metric
camera calibrated with different calibration objects and
methods, because in areas such as camera based 3D
measurements and robot vision, high geometrical accuracy
is needed.

5
0
-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

(b)

-0.05
0
Corrections vi [mm]

0.05
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0.15

Fig. 14 The corrections distribution histogram obtained after (a) the
first iteration, (b) the sixth iteration

The sphere that best fits the 296 artificial control points and
the sphere represented by the initial parameters are shown in
Fig. 15.
The spheres rays derived from measurements made on
digital images using different intrinsic parameters and the
differences between them and the one measured using a
micrometer are listed in Table 5.

Fig. 15 The sphere that best fits the artificial control points and the
sphere represented by the initial parameters
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Abstract
For geodynamics application we need to investigate the
velocity uncertainties from GPS position time series. The
only problem is that they are affected by time‐correlated
noise. The proper time series analysis using GPS technique
is that where we understand all stochastic effects that are
captured using an appropriate noise technique. In time
series analysis is very important to classify the source of
noise: white noise, flicker noise, and random walk, because
it is a tool for improving the accuracy.
The paper is studying the time correlated noise,
estimates of spatial correlation, and multivariate power
spectrum. For the processing technique we used spectral
analysis and Maximum Likelihood Estimation. The best
model for the noise characterizes of all three position
components is a combination between white and flicker
noise. Also we present the unmodelled periodic effect
which is best captured in the harmonics function. The
harmonics that are presented in the paper are: annual signal
harmonics and GPS draconitic period harmonics.
Keywords: geodynamics application, time series, source of
noise, annual signal harmonics, GPS draconitic period
harmonics
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1. Introduction
For many applications of Global Positioning System for a
better understanding and more precise results we need to
have good knowledge of the time series error spectrum [1].
The GPS technology has proven that it is an outstanding
tool that can be employed in geodynamics application as:
crustal motion, deformation, etc. The uncertainties and
geodetic velocity are indirectly derived through repeated
position measurements of given points [2]. The relative
measured antenna position
of the point is the result of
noise
and antenna motion.
A constant long term signal (interseismic) rate is not the
only contribution to the antenna motion, but also offset due
to antenna changes or coseismic displacement, annual or
semiannual seasonal deformations, or postseismic
deformation [2].
The vertical and horizontal velocities of permanent GPS
station are generally estimated from position time series. For
many geophysical application it is required proper analysis of
position time series, which requires unbiased estimates of
velocity and their uncertainties. The main goal of the GPS
position time series is to be able to differentiate between the
functional model and the stochastic effect in the series. The
functional model consist of linear trend, offsets, and potential
periodicities which are explain by the deterministic model,
while the remaining unmodeled effects can be described by a
proper stochastic model [3]. It is highly recommended to
model optimally both models.
In site position we are dealing with seasonal variation in
site position which consist of signals
from various
geophysical sources and systematic modeling errors [4]. Site
position time series obtained from continuous GPS arrays
show significant seasonal variations with annual and
semiannual periods. Such seasonal deformation is present in
both global and regional GPS coordinate time series [4][5].
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[6] concluded that if it isn’t correctly estimated in the
model the annual variation signal, the site velocity are
greatly biased. Seasonal variation can be modeled to a large
extent by a set of harmonic function [7]. By using a set of
harmonic function it can be shown that colored noise of the
series mimic periodic patterns [3].
[8], [9], [7], [10], [11], [12] revealed harmonics of
around 351 days and its higher harmonics in the series,
which coincides with the “GPS draconitic year” period, i.e.,
the 351.4 days required for a GPS orbit to repeat its inertial
orientation with respect to the Sun. The draconitic signals
are probably caused by spurious aliasing, orbital errors
(e.g., eclipse modeling and solar radiation modeling) and/or
propagation of site-dependent effects such as multipath.
The effect of white noise which is not time dependent
can be greatly reduced through frequent measurements and
averaging, but this is not the case for colored noise which is
time correlated. Sources of time correlated noise can be
also: mismodeled atmospheric effects, mismodeled antenna
phase center, mismodeled satellite orbits [13]. [14] studied
the noise in the residual time series and he came to the
conclusion that he was dealing with “fractual white” or a
combination of white noise and flicker noise.
[14] concluded that by using only white noise in the
analysis, the rate uncertainties were 3-6 times greater then
by using a combination between white and flicker noise.
Using the power spectra, the noise was characterized by a
fractal noise process with a spectral index of -0.4. Site
velocity uncertainties had resulted as being underestimated
by a factor of 2–4 if it was neglected the above fractal
noise.
Likewise [13] concluded that their rate uncertainties
were underestimated by as much as an order or magnitude
if they neglected the correlated noise.
Random walk was also recognize in geodetic data from
several studies. Random walk noise was detected in
continuous measurements of strainmeters as well as in very
short GPS baseline [15].
To estimate standard error in rate we have to take several
parameters in to account like: power law noise including
the amplitude, spectral index, and sampling interval [16]. It
is easily to understand now that the assumed noise type
greatly affects the resulting rate uncertainty, and to be able
to use the results in geodynamics it is necessary to classify
and quantify the noise components.
For characterizing the noise in time series analysis it can
be used two technique: the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) method, and the power spectral method. The first
one it is used to examine the data covariance matrix in the
time /9space) domain, and the second one it is used to
examine the data in the frequency domain. To model the
noise effectively it is recommended to use the MLE method
in contrast to the classical power spectra techniques. In the

MLE method it is generally used to compute the amount of
white noise, flicker noise, and random walk noise in the time
series [14], [15], [13],[17],[18].
Concluding the work done by [19], [20], [15] they shown that
power-law process is close to random walk. Because the
near surface is affected by non-tectonic forces such as
weathering, they concluded that the most probable source for
this noise appears to be monument instability. Taking the
work done by [14], where they analyses time series from 10
continuous GPS sites in Southern California for a period of
19 month, the time series presented significant coloured
noise. Flicker noise plus white noise, or fractional white
noise best describe the time series instead of random walk
plus white noise. Due to shortness of the time series they
could not rule out the existence of random-walk noise as
detected by ether geodetic instruments.
To be able to estimate the amount of random walk plus
white noise or flicker plus white noise contained in each time
series [14] used a maximum-likelihood technique to assess
the velocity uncertainties.

2. Problem
If it is assumed that the covariance matrix reflects
time‐dependent positions, and if it is assumed that the station
monuments are moving accordingly to a random walk
process, then the formal uncertainty of the estimated
velocities is approximated by [14] [16] [21]:
(1)
where
represents the random walk noise amplitude.
Equation (1) express the fact that in the presence of heavily
correlated time series, velocity uncertainties are significantly
influenced with respect to those from uncorrelated time
series. The observation span by adding more (correlated)
position reduce barely the formal rate uncertainty. Also if it
is kept the observation span constantly and changing the
sampling interval, does not affect at all the estimated formal
uncertainties.
The form of the power spectrum that describe many types
of geophysical signal – that contributes to the noise has the
form:
(2)
where is the spatial or temporal frequency,
and
are
normalizing constants, and
is the spectral index [22].
Typically the spectral index, , lies within the range -3 to 1
[23]. The process within this range are subdivided into
“fractional Brownian motion” with
and
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“fractional white noise” with
[24], [25].
Within this stochastic model occurs special cases at the
integer values. At
we are dealing with classical white
noise, at
we are subject to flicker noise and
we have Brownian motion – the so called “random
walk”. To refer to power law processes that differs from
classical white noise, we will use the term coloured noise.
For the determination of rate uncertainties it can be used
the principle of fitting a straight line through a series of
points
taken at time
that represents the basic liner
regression problem:

(10)
If we consider that the power –law takes the spectral index
then the covariance matrix can be derived using
the method described by [26]. If it is considered a matrix of
transformation such that a sequence of random variables
with covariance matrix
is created from a vector
of
identically distributed unit-variance random variables
by
. Then the covariance matrix
is by propagation
of errors as:
(11)

(3)
where
is the error term. By assuming that
is a
linear combination of independent, and they are subject to
the same distribution unit-variance random variables,
, and a sequence of temporally correlated random
variables
such that:

Since the covariance matrix
then
. [27]
developed a transformation matrix using the method of
fractional differencing/integrating which has the form:

(12)

(4)
The amplitude of white noise is represented by the scalar
factor and
is the scale factor of coloured noise of
spectral index . For the measurements
the covariance
matrix can be expressed as:

And

(5)

As

where is the identity matrix and
is the covariance
matrix for the appropriate coloured noise. The estimates for
and using weighted LS are obtained from:

(6)

(13)

.

The scale factor of the transformation matrix is
,
where
is the sampling interval, before forming the
covariance matrix defined by
. From this it can be
concluded that the power spectra for any noise source with
spectral index will cross at the same frequency given the
same sampling interval
and equal noise amplitude . The
equation that defines the power spectra is:
(14)

where:
(7)

here
(15)

(8)

And
is the sampling frequencies in Hz. The cross-over
frequencies is:
(9)
(16)

And for the estimates the covariance matrix is:
Each column of the transformation matrix
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data is not equally spaced by the individual
a. White noise
This is the case where
(12) and (13) that if
therefor
and
scalar and, since
b. Random walk noise
This is the case where
any and so:

.

. It can be seen that if in Eq.
,
and
. That is, the covariance matrix is
is independent of time.

when we are using a sampling interval of one day and equal
amplitude (
). But this is the earlier covariance
matrix and the major difference is the scaling of the
amplitude, because this is not exactly the same as that derived
from the above transformation matrix. From the powerspectrum equations it can be estimated the scaling between
the ‘new’ and ‘old’ amplitudes. This is:
(19)

. If

then

for
(20)
Therefore
(21)

(17)
If it is used a sampling frequency of one per day (in Hz) then:
The covariance matrix is therefore equal to:
(22)
In any studied if it is used the new matrix, the covariance
matrix from [14] must be scaled before being used for the
determination of flicker noise.
(18)
and is exactly the same as the matrices described in [13],
[14], [26].
c. Flicker noise
This is the case where
. In this case the covariance
matrix
was approximated by [14]. The constants in this
matrix were chosen so that the power spectrum of randomwalk noise and flicker noise cross at a period of one year,

3. Resolving the Problem
In the experiment we have used the data for a period of 12
years from the 2002 to 2014. For the analysis we used both
methods: spectral analysis and a combination of white and
flicker noise.
In fig. 1 it is presented the daily observation.
It can be observed that the rms is 6.75 mm in the North
part, in the East part it is 56.90 mm and 10.68 mm vertical.
At first we have begun with the analyses on power law
spectra – fig.2. The noise model was Arma.
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Fig. 1 Daily observation

Fig. 2 power law spectra

We continue with the deterending process and the results are
presented in fig. 3

By inducing the annual sesonal variation to computed
realistic values it can observe that the NRMS “suffers”
noticeable changes, and also the rate uncertainties. The
results are presented in fig.4.

It can be observed that the WRMS it around 2 mm in
horizontal, with the normalized rms around 1mm.
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Fig. 3 Detrending daily observation without seasonal variation

Fig. 4 Detrending daily observation and taking into account the annual variation

The values that resulted by adding the seasonal variation
are: the WRMS didn’t have noticeable changes – in the
North 3.09 mm, in the East 1.73 mm and in the Vertical 6.89
mm. The major difference was notice on NRMS where in the
North was 36.53 mm, in the East 20.62 mm, and in Vertical

6.33 mm.
Now we will continue with the spectral analysis to identify
the seasonal variation, and the draconitic periods – the results
are presented in fig.5
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Fig. 5 Spectral analysis with seasonal variation and draconitic periods

In fig. 5 the green line represents the annual variation and
the reed lines represents the draconitic periods.
Including all this analysis it is important to understand
that to obtain realistic velocity estimates we need to increase

the amplitude for periods longer than 10 days [17]. In our
experiment we used a 100 days average. The results are
presented in fig.6

Fig. 6 Average 100 days
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GPS position time series,” J. Geophys. Res., vol. 109,
no. B3, p. B03412, 2004.
[18] J. Langbein and Y. Bock, “High‐rate real‐time
GPS network at Parkfield: Utility for detecting fault
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[19] F. Wyatt, “Displacement of surface monuments:
horizontal motion,” J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, vol.
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[20] F. K. Wyatt, “Displacement of surface
monuments: Vertical motion,” J. Geophys. Res. Solid
Earth, vol. 94, no. B2, pp. 1655–1664, 1989.
[21] M. S. Bos, R. M. S. Fernandes, S. D. P. Williams,
and L. Bastos, “Fast error analysis of continuous GPS

4. Conclusions
The main idea in this paper is that to be able to obtain
realistic uncertainties we need not only to introduce into
the computation part the seasonal variation but also to
use proper method to estimate the noise.
In time series analysis the coloured noise has
significant effect on the uncertainty of rate estimation
The recommended combination for estimate the noise
and to obtain reliable rate uncertainties is the white noise
plus flicker noise, because a pure white noise model
underestimate total velocity error. Also we have to take
into account the annual and semiannual seasonal variation
and then to make an average for reducing the noise.
Other suggestion are increasing the sampling rate that it is
able to reduce the presence of white and flicker noise - in
the flicker noise there is not noticeable changes – but in
the case of random walk the sampling has no effect.
The problem is that the model of the noise that has
been chosen for estimating the uncertainties can bias the
results.
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Abstract

1. General aspects

This paper presents the monitoring methodology during
the terrestrial surfaces dislocation as a result of the
subterranean exploitation, using the most recent means and
techniques.
The technologies are top innovations in the domain of
modern methods in the engineering topography, with the
purpose of rigorously monitor the risk and hazard
phenomena, presenting a complex specific analyse for the
process specific information are obtained, in an efficient
and precise manner, from a quantitative, also from a
qualitative point of view.
The means and techniques, the results, too, are
described in a synthetic form, highlighting the importance
and the applicability of the engineering topography to
obtain the optimal solutions for solving engineering
topography problems in correlation with the durable
development strategy.
Keywords: interferometry,
scanning, subsidence

LIDAR,

terrestrial

The measuring and representation in plan for the form
and the relief of Earth is one of the oldest preoccupations of
the humans. The terrestrial measurements gained
importance in several domains of the human activities once
the knowledge amplified and the society developed.
The preoccupations of topography as fundamental
science of terrestrial measuring results from its etymology,
two Greek words brought together: “topos”= place and
“graphein”= description. Topography resolves the problems
from the terrestrial measuring science connected with other
connected disciplines sharing instruments and methods. 7]
The progress from the last years in geodesy and
topography, with the implementation of modern measuring
technologies, left rapidly its mark on all the topographic –
geodesic activities, with a high degree of applicability in
research upon: special topographic elevations, topographic
enginery, mining topography, the creation of the digital
model of the field, time monitoring for land movement and
constructions deformations etc.

laser

2. Problem study
The coal basin from Valea Jiului registered in the last
four decades an excessive input of population with different
traditions and behaviour, reflecting mostly the social and
economic situation of the county, numbering three
municipalities: Petroşani, Vulcan, Lupeni, 3 towns (Petrila,
Aninoasa, and Uricani) and a single village, Băniţa,
compounded of three small villages (fig. 1).
Inside a context of durable development of the coal
basin in Valea Jiului and of Petroşani municipality, several
aspects are to be considered.
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One of the most important factors influencing the
process of durable development is the subsidence
phenomenon, manifested inside the area with a high
touristic potential and inside other areas of the Coal Basin
Valea Jiului [4].
From a tectonic point of view, Petroşani basin has the
form of a strongly fractured synclinal, especially on the
limbs.
A system of major breaks oriented along the basin (west
– east direction) delimitates the synclinal so the basin looks
like whiter. A second breaks system compartments the
sedimentary feeling of the basin in various blocks
unhooked one over others, on vertical and horizontal plane
As a result of the subterranean exploitation of mineral
substance (coal) a movement of rocks is produced from the
roof, affecting the integrity of the surface.

subterranean extraction of useful mineral substance and / or
due to the alteration of hydrogeological conditions, as a
result of applying a forced and very intense dewatering of
the aquafer system in the area.
The parameters of the surface movement and
deformation are graphically represented through: the
sinking bed, the components of the absolute movement and
of the differential movement, the sinking angles and the
influence area.
The parameters of the movement process are obtained
through topographic measurement of level and distances
between the bench-marks of the alignments on the surface.
In most of the cases, the subterranean exploitation has
repercussions upon the surface, manifested through sinking
that may reach the amplitude of dozens of meters.
The movement of the surface as a result of the
subterranean exploitation has a capital importance when the
total exploitation of coal is involved, respectively the thick
layers or a suit of close layers. Thus, in the civil and
industrial constructions area, may appear blanks and cracks,
menacing the safety; the agrarian area may present
eyeholes where the rain water gathers; inside the
infrastructure of communication and water or gas networks
may present cracks etc. Very often, the sinking may be
instantaneously produced and the braking of the
equilibrium of strata may lead to catastrophes.
The moment the subterraneous excavations or the coal
faces are higher than the critical dimensions from the point
of view of the stability of the rocks around and any actions
for the sustenance and the eliminations of blanks were
taken, the decline of rocks is produced, leading to complex
phenomena, named subsidence effects, that may reach the
entire depth of the covering rocks, until the surface.
In Romania, subsidence phenome took place in much
subterranean exploitation for coal and other minerals, e.g.
the surface destruction followed by constant sinking in the
coal mines in Motru, Petroşani and in the minerals mines in
Ghelar, Muncelu, Deva, Baia Mare etc. (diagram 2).
The fractured instable surfaces affected several rural
households and, in some cases, necessitate the evacuation
and the demolition of some blocks in Petrila, or even the
demolition of an entire micro district of houses in Lupeni.
The safety of a normal, without danger exploitation may
be obtains only through experimental control (monitoring)
upon the surface behaviour and a systematic observance in
time of the existent movement at the surface level.
Studying the influence of subterranean exploitation
upon the surface is necessary for highlighting the
movement phenomenon and protecting the objective at the
surface and the surface itself.
Because the difficulty in prevent the movement process
of the surface persists, appeared the necessity of identifying
procedures for abstract or analytic calculation, easy to
apply for the movement of the surface, without using
mechanical models (on equivalent materials).
It is more and more obvious that the classic topographic
systems of observing the surfaces in the coal basins respond

Diagram 1 the geographical placement of Coal Basin Valea
Jiului

The blanks created as a result of the exploitation affects
the surface above the bigger they are, through processes of
sinking, movement, and deformation.
The movement of the surface is the result of
redistribution of the tensions in the rocks, under the
influence of subterranean excavations created by mining or
as effect of the ascension of the aquafer formation. [4].
The sinking of the surface from above provokes: the
loss of the reserves of potable water, the loss of stability of
some protection blocks, the drift of acclivities due to the
change of tensions in the block etc.
The problem of protecting the constructions and the
fields on the surface are current, especially for the coal
basin in Valea Jiului, where the number of objectives at the
surface is very big.
The phenomenon that appears due to the movement of
the surface is called subsidence.
Subsidence phenomenon are causes mostly due to the
closing of subterranean blanks remained from the
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with difficulty to nowadays necessities due to the
manifestation and resolving period of this phenomenon.

3. Modern methods and techniques

- The depth and the inclinations of the exploited strata;
- The exploitation method;
- The pressure guiding method of the surrounding rocks;
- The dimensions of the exploited space;
- The exploitation depth [4].
A
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Diagram 3. Sinking angles.

While the technology is on an ascendant trend, we may
say that, in the majority of technical domains, the activity
of topographic insurance is mandatory for tracing,
technological montage of equipment and subassemblies, the
representation of objects in space, also for the insurance
and the quality control of the finite products obtained after
special measuring [3].
The evolution and the fundamental transformation of
techniques necessary for the engineering topography
projects is characterised by a continuous development and
adaptation to the need for higher precision [3].
We may state that the last decade opened a new field of
action through new notions as: automation, quality safety
and control, leading to precise and rapid determination of
objects in space inside the terrestrial measuring.
In time, a series of methods for lifting the spatial point
were elaborated, starting with the classic methods to the
tachometric methods, where the lifting was realised point
by point with separate attributes, until the mass of points
was lifted through photogrammetric and LASER scanning.
[3]
The
scanning
technologies
are
based
on
RaDAR/LiDAR (Radio Detection And Ranging / Light
Detection and Ranging) detection and localisation systems,
which permit the determination of distances, orientation
and relative movement speed for fix or moving objects,
with the help of electromagnetic waves.

Diagram 2.Subsidence phenomenon in Petrosani coal basin

The prognosis for the deformation and movement of the
terrestrial surface is based on the values of sinking angles,
in the interval of 600-700.
From the observations upon the sinking result that both
the rocks massif and the surface suffer movements and
deformations, giving birth to compressions and tractions
efforts.
The most important factors that influence the process of
deformation and movement of the surface are:
- The physical and mechanical characteristics of the
covering rocks;
- The tectonic of the field and of the rock massif;
- The hydrogeological conditions;
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3.1 RaDAR Scanning Technology
The terrestrial LASER scanning is a geodesic technical
method that permits a complete and automatic measuring
for the geometry of a structure, without the help of a
reflecting environment, with high precision and speed, the
result of the measuring being highlighted through a
multitude of points, named points cloud.
LASER scanning technology is part of the most recent
methods for collecting geo data. It has applicability
especially in domains that use high precision 3D data.
The principle of LASER scanning is the following: a
laser beam is sent and it measures the distance from the
source to the surface or to the object.
It registers the direction in the same time. Information
upon an object at the surface is obtained after the
evaluation of the parameters.
The LASER dispositive may be put statically on the
ground (terrestrial laser scanning) or in a plane or
helicopter (aerial laser scanning). For special applications,
the LASER may be put in a vehicle.
The main product of LASER scanning is a set of 3D
coordinates of the reflected points – point cloud. With the
help of automatic, semi-automatic and manual procedures,
the points are classified through later processing. In some
case, information for the intensity of the reflexion may be
used, and even the real colour of each reflexion (for the
simultaneous acquisition of digital images, the colouring of
the cloud is possible with the help of the photography).
The final result of the data procession LASER scanned
may be, e.g., a very detailed model of the field or of the
surface under the form of triangles (triangulation) or a
general 3D vector model (diagram 6).
The technique of LASER scanning may be classified as
static or dynamic.
The static LASER scanning is defined when the scanner
is installed in a fix position during the acquisition of data
and presents the advantage of offering a high precision of
data and a vast density of collected points. (Diagram 4).

Diagram 4.Terrestrial laser scanning system.

Dynamic LASER scanning is the LASER scanning
where the scanner is mounted on a mobile platform.
These systems are more complex and more expensive,
because they are meant to work most of the time with
additional positioning systems (diagram 5).

3.2 LiDAR Scanning Technology
LiDAR Technology (Light Detection and Ranging =
detection of light and estimation of distances) represents an
active technique of tele detection that helps to obtain high
accuracy data upon the topography of the field, vegetation,
buildings etc., being nowadays a very viable cartography
technology.
It is an optical technology based on LASER impulses
that measure the properties of dispersed light in order to
determine the position and/ or other data upon an object in
the distance.
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situations caused by hazard and, especially, the earth flows.
Information upon the principles of LiDAR technology
appeared even before the discovery of LASER.
The first attempt to measure the density of air in the
superior part of the atmosphere dates since 1930.
LiDAR acronym was first introduced in 1953 by
Middelton and Spilhaus.
In 1960, once the LASER was discovered (implemented
by Hughes Aircraft Company) also a step in the direction of
the use of modern LiDAR technology development is
made, an evolution that continues in time.
Presenting concise the LiDAR technology, we may say
that is linked to the use of a sensor, fixed with high
precision in the carling of a special plane, adapted to this
type of operations. The sensor transmits LASER pulses to
the ground and receives them again with the help of a
receptor.

Diagram5. Laser mobile scanning system.

Diagram 7. LiDAR data collection.

The integrated processor determines the time interval in
which the pulse leaves the plane, reaches the ground and
comes back, correlating the precise position of the plane,
the altitude, the movement speed, to calculate in the end the
3D position of the points from the ground (X,Y,Z),
obtaining a “points cloud”, compounded of hundreds of
thousands or even millions of points (diagram 7). It permits
a data collection with a precision up to 35 mm [9].

3.3 InSAR Technology
During the last decades, a multitude of experimental
engineering works were developed using the applications of
interferometry with the help of synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) with satellite sensors, starting from agrarian
programmes to the monitoring of slopes movement and
subsidence phenomena.
The technique uses for the satellite monitoring of
terrestrial movement are called InSAR (Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar – interferometry with the help of

Diagram 6 3D monitoring of an area, model realized with the help of
RaDAR technology.

The applicability of LiDAR technology covers many
domains: one of them, extremely important for the
conservation of the natural resources and the protection of
the human resources, is the management of emergency
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synthetic aperture radar) and consists of a satellite equipped
with an antenna aligned to the terrestrial surface, its
inclination being called nadir angle. Starting from the first
success in monitoring the movement of the slopes made by
Freneau, which generated six interferograms in his attempt
to monitor the slopes in La Clapiere, obtaining a movement
of 30 mm per day and a model of the simple translational
flow that explains the interferometric data till our days,
SAR interferometry proved to be a technique that
permanently tends to go in a well-defined direction to a
large scale in the cartography of the terrestrial surface
movement [1].
The principle of interferometry is using the phase of the
radar signal through the comparison of two complex radar
images simultaneously or to a time interval processed.
Interferometry produces two types of information:
information upon the altimetry of the field and information
upon the planimetric and altimetry movement of the
topographic surface. In the first case the technique is named
conventional interferometry and just interferometry
(InSAR) in the second case. Its product is the altimetry
digital model of the field (MDA).
In the second case, the final product is the map of
movement for the topographic surface. The technology is
called differential interferometry (DInSAR) (diagram 8).

Diagram 9 Interferogram obtained on the base of four satellite scenes.

4. Conclusions
The technology of measuring and process data
developed so much during the last years, reaching today to
the stage when monitoring the deformations and the
movement of the surface can be made in real time, helping
to avoid disasters.
Based on aspects presented in our study, we may
conclude that the modern methods described for the
monitoring of the subsidence offer efficiency, precision and
a special quality, compared to the old methods.
The results obtained in Romania and abroad sustain the
idea that these methods and techniques may be applied in
the engineering practice, especially for areas that are
necessary to me monitored and are large enough to justify
the costs, while the area are is hardly accessible.
Among the advantages of these methods for analysing
the subsidence phenomenon, the following are described as
follows:
a) The Advantages of RaDAR Technology
One of the superior advantages of this technology is the
high density of points, differentiating this technology from
the rest of classic instruments of engineering topographic
measuring, not only as precision, also as quality of details
obtained in a short time.

Diagram 8. Data acquisition using DInSAR technology.

This method makes possible the detection of differential
changes of “gamma” distances between the sensor and the
radar targets due to the movement of the target itself, in our
case the movement of the terrestrial surface (fig. 9).
Starting from the considerate that brought to a concrete
stage the presented theoretical aspects, we may deduce that
the results obtained using modern methods and techniques
described above offer a special advantage in the case of
subsidence phenomenon, through efficiency, a vast volume
of information and the quality of data resulted after the
determinations.

b)

The Advantages of LiDAR Technology
The advantage of LiDAR is given by the fact that the
LASER beam may penetrate the terrestrial surface till the
exploited subterranean area and the answer may be multiple
and linked to the number of obstacles the beam meets in its
way.
The number of answers may vary from 1 to 5 and may
return 0 when it meets the surface of water.
The resulted data are compound of points with the
following attributes: registering time, intensity, height,
classification.
Using recorded GPS data and raw LiDAR data, the time
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tehnologia de scanare laser terestră pentru alunecarea de
teren – drum de acces între localitatea Orşova şi platoul
Toplet, culmea Dranic, judetul Mehedinti”, Revista
Română de Inginerie Civilă, Volumul 4, Numărul 2,
Editura MatrixROM Bucuresti, 2013, România.
[3] Constantin Cosarcǎ, Sisteme de mǎsurare în industrie’’,
Editura CONPRESS, Bucuresti, 2009, România.
[4] Mihai Herbei, ,, Realizarea unui sistem informatic
geografic în zonele afectate de exploatǎrile miniere
utilizând tehnologii moderne’’ – Teza de doctorat,
Universitatea din Petrosani, 2009, România.
[5] Jessica M Wempen, Michael K McCarter, ,, Time
Dependent Mining Induced Subsidence Measured by
Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar’’,
33rd International Conference on Ground Control in
Mining, 2014, China.
[6] Mircea Ortelecan, ,,Studiul deplasǎrii suprafeţei sub
influenţa exploatǎrii subterane a zǎcǎmintelor din Valea
Jiuliu’’ – Teza de doctorat, Universitatea Petrosani,
1997, România.
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Note de curs, Universitatea Politehnica din Timisoara,
2014, România.
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is transformed into x, y, z coordinates.
LiDAR folders are obtained and they contain a “cloud”
of points in coordinates that are characterized by intensity,
height, response and classification.
These folders may be LAS format or ASCII format.
The system offers in the same time to the user the
possibility of realising analyses on models extracted from
the cloud of points and to a reduces cost inside an efficient
time.
c) The Advantages of DInSAR Technology
Monitors the earthquakes, earth flows, volcanoes
eruptions and subsidence phenomenon, using radar sensors
with synthetic aperture (SAR).
Offers a high precision with the help of electromagnetic
waves until ±3 cm in case TerraSAR-X satellite.
Permits the covering of large areas, with a very big
density of measuring points and with a penetration
possibility until the area of subterranean exploitation in
case of the research upon the subsidence phenomenon.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a general analysis of levelling works
automation, which focuses on the precision and efficiency
achieved by using motorized levelling, compared to the
classic one. It presents the current state of research in the
application of motorized levelling in some countries in
Europe and the US, both in terms of equipment and
methods of computation, in geometric and trigonometric
levelling. The case study done on the road of the DJ 248B
Horleşti, Rediu commune, Iaşi County, on a section of one
kilometre, uses the motorized geometric levelling method
and the traditional one to draw the necessary conclusions
about measurement process optimization, as well as the
extension of works in the national vertical geodetic
network.

September 2015

1. Introduction
The concept of “motorized levelling” is defined as a
levelling procedure in which the vehicles are a part of the
measuring system, as opposed to being used for
transportation only, during on-site operations (Rockville M,
1980). The full procedure entails the use of three vehicles
for the measuring instrument and the two rods, each of
them being accompanied by an operator. The vehicle
carrying the measuring instrument needs to be adjusted so
that observations will be possible without the operator and
the instrument leaving the car and also needs to be
equipped with all the devices that are necessary for
recording distances, sending data and performing the
verification calculations. The vehicles carrying the rods
need to have accessories that will ensure the vertical
position of the rods during the observations. According to
the nature of the vehicle (pickup truck or motorbike), the
operator helps place the rod in the right working position,
but the aim is to have a process that comprises as few
operations as possible and is, therefore, as effective as can
be.
The motorized levelling method provides the possibility to
establish the line of sight at a greater height than in the case
of classical levelling, which depended on the height of the
observer, if the structural design is adequate for the
observing vehicle. Among the technological advantages of
raising the line of sight we can mention the decrease in
vertical refraction occurring in the first two meters of the
atmosphere, characterized by turbulence and higher
temperatures, and the uniformization of the measured
distances on the levelling itinerary. One of the major
benefits of motorized levelling is that it diminishes the
fatigue of the field staff, which leads to obtaining results
which are equally good throughout the day, as the risk of
measuring mistakes is low. (Chrzanowski A., 1989)

Keywords
Geometric levelling, trigonometric levelling, motorized
levelling, precision, efficiency.
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The use of motorized levelling can be adjusted according to
the nature of the measured itinerary – it can be applied as
middle geometric levelling or as unidirectional/leapfrog/reciprocal trigonometric levelling. Considering the
distinctive equipment used in the case of the two types of
levelling, greater attention needs to be paid to the
measurements using a total station, which is more sensitive
than the levelling instrument when it comes to vibrations
and to the change of the vertical position during on-site
observations. The calculations needed for establishing the
height differences are more complex in the case of
trigonometric levelling and they can have multiple solving
variants, according to the work hypotheses and to the
precision required by the measurement project (Ceylan A.,
2005).

2. The evolution of the research regarding the levelling
works automation
Fig. 1 The observer with the measuring instrument
(NOAA Photo Library)

The first research regarding the use of motorized levelling
appeared at the beginning of last century (1916), in the US,
where they used especially modified cars in order to check
the railroads and telegraph lines.
After World War II, motorized levelling was performed in a
new way, for projects with a precision up to the third order,
using a pickup truck. The procedure took place in a semiautomated way, meaning that both operators, from the
instrument and the rod, left the car during the measurements.
A new stage in the development of motorized levelling
consisted in using three vehicles. For a lower financial cost
and other technical reasons, the US National Geodetic
Survey chose the variant using a pickup truck and two
motorbikes. Due to the specific conditions of the area,
involving long trips to the work point, the pickup truck was
made so that it would transport the whole measuring
equipment (the level instrument, the rods and the two
motorbikes), as well as the operators for the instrument and
the rods. On each side of the car, a wing was installed in
order to allow the observer to perform the observations on
both sides of the car, according to the conditions of the road.
A special device installed on each side of the vehicle was
able to lift the tripod and the measuring instrument when the
vehicle was in motion and to lower it when it stopped for
observations towards the rod (Figure 1).

We can see in the figure that one leg of the tripod is fixed in
that “wing” installed laterally on the car, while the other two
legs of the tripod stay on the ground. The observer is sitting
on a swivel chair and is protected by a retractable roof
which is useful in case of bad weather.
The motorbikes transporting the rods needed some technical
modifications and had to allow for the movement of the rods
between points, in a horizontal position, and for their
support in a vertical position on the levelling turtles. The
modifications of the system of positioning of the rod
allowed it to revolve completely around the vertical axis, for
readings backward and forward in successive stations. The
suspension system had the possibility to operate on the
levelling turtle by means of a hand lever, so that the rod
would become vertical without the operator leaving the
vehicle (Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Placing the levelling turtle on the ground
(NOAA Photo Library)
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Outstanding results were obtained in the ‘80’s, for a series
of levelling lines in the tested areas, with a precision up to
±1 mm/km of double levelling and a productivity that was
30% higher (Rockville M, 1980).
In Europe, a considerable contribution was made by the
German researchers, who used the motorized levelling with
three cars at the beginning, obtaining precisions of 0.2–0.4
mm/km, together with an increase in productivity and the
improvement of the on-site working conditions. They also
used an approach with two motorbikes instead of the cars
used as rod vehicles, resulting in a similar precision of ± 0.5
mm/km, with a productivity rate which is double compared
to the traditional method. This higher productivity resulted
from an extended levelling, much greater than in the
experimental study of the NGS (US), which took place on
100 km.
Motorized levelling was also used in other European states,
especially in the Northern area, such as Denmark, the
Netherlands, Poland, Norway and Sweden.
The Swedish variant is worthy of attention, as it was used
after 1970 for re-establishing the national levelling network.
It is a development of the German variant, using three cars
as vehicles – one for the instrument and the other two for the
rods (Figure 3). The operators only leave the cars for
positioning the rod. One of the technical improvements is
the construction of a special tripod with long, adjustable legs
and special plates for the legs, in order to diminish the
effects of instability and the influence of vibrations, wind
and temperature variations. A field computer was used for
the first time, allowing for the storage and performance of
automatic on-site checks of all the data in the observations.
They also built an automatic comparison rod with a laser
interferometer. That makes it possible to calibrate and
calculate corrections for each graduation on the invar rod.

12 km of levelling, working 5.5 hours/day.
In 1985, two new modern methods of motorized measuring
were developed: the motorized trigonometric levelling
technique and the XYZ motorized technique (Becker J.M.,
1986). The instruments are placed centrally in the specially
modified cars. Both techniques use modern total stations
instead of the classical levelling instrument used previously
in the motorized geometric levelling. The performances of
these techniques were surprising both in quality and in
quantity.
For the motorized trigonometric levelling, the equipment
was made of three identical pickup trucks. Each vehicle was
equipped with an electronic total station with a vertical
target and a reflector. The standard deviation for measuring
angles was 1.5cc, and for distances it was 3 mm + 2 ppm.
The tripod was especially built with a height above 2 m in
order to diminish the vertical refraction effect. It was
installed centrally in the back of the car and the legs of the
tripod could be lowered directly to the ground through three
holes in the vehicle floor. For stability reasons, each leg of
the tripod had a round steel plate with spikes at its base. In
order to simplify the lifting and lowering of the tripod
during transportation, an electrical winch was installed.
The measuring methods are differentiated according to
whether the observations are performed on benchmarks or
between the vehicles. In the first case, a rod was used and 4
targets were placed on it at the distances of 1.5 – 2 – 2.5 – 3
m. The distance from the base of the rod to the target was
measured with a laser interferometer with a deviation up to
0.1 mm. The height difference between the benchmark and
the instrument is calculated according to the standard
formulas. In the second case, when the height difference is
between vehicles, it is performed by calculating the slant
distance measured in both directions (with a maximum
deviation of 5 mm on lengths up to 350 m), and respectively
by measuring the vertical angles reciprocally and
simultaneously, by the average of three determinations. The
physical corrections were applied directly on-site, after the
transfer of the data to the computer in real time, thus
permitting the direct checking of the observations in the
station. The results obtained on the test lines, after
approximately 10% of the measurements were redone, led to
a standard deviation of about ± 0.5 mm/km – results that are
similar to the motorized geometric levelling technique
(Becker J.M., 1988).

3. Case study: Using the motorized geometric levelling
on a section of 1 km on the road section DJ 248B
This case study endeavours to show the efficiency of the
motorized geometric levelling for determining height
differences corresponding to the I-II levelling network
order, compared to the traditional one.
The observations were performed in Rediu commune, in
Horlești, on the county road DJ 248B. The use of the
classical and motorized geometric levelling was performed

Fig. 3 Performing measurements by motorized levelling
with three cars (Oresund Bridge, 2000)
The experience concerning modern levelling techniques has
expanded for over 50,000 km of levelling under various
relief conditions, with various teams and work instruments.
We should note that daily productivity has been assessed to
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on a road section of 1 km, both ways, the average height
difference between the end points being approximately 5 m
(Figure 4).

of 1 m and the height of 10 cm (Figure 6).

Fig. 6 The position of the tripod on the metal frame

The gripping system of the bar code rods on the two
transportation vehicles was created by building a metal
frame on which a pair of vice-pincers was welded, having a
slow release mechanism and allowing the bar code rod to be
placed in a fixed position (Figure 7).
The method of placing the bar code rods on the ground is
the classical one. For this study, no special gripping device
between the rod and the levelling turtle was made. The
operator has to get out of the car and to place the turtle on
the ground manually. The type of turtle used for the
motorized geometric levelling is a simple metal one, whose
upper part is a hemisphere.

Fig. 4 The traverse of geometric levelling in the study area

The measuring equipment consisted of a Leica Sprinter
100M digital level and two bar code level rods. The level is
equipped with the necessary element for processing the
digital electronic image for determining heights and
distances and the bar code on the rod is read completely
automatically by electronic means. The standard deviation
for 1 km of double levelling, according to the technical
specifications, is ±2.0 mm. The Leica Sprinter bar code rod,
made of aluminium, is 5 m long.
The motorized geometric levelling was performed with three
pickup trucks: Mazda BT-6, on which the measuring
instrument was installed, and Dacia 1305 and Dacia Logan
for the transportation of the bar code rods.
The tripod of the level is placed centrally, in the back of the
car, when it is in a measuring position (Figure 5).

Fig. 7 The gripping system for placing the rod at the back of the
vehicle
Fig. 5 The vehicle equipped with the measuring instrument

In the on-site operations, the levelling line was divided for a
distance between successive points of approximately 100 m.
The observation procedure was not modified, using the
standard sequence of reading on the rod (backward and

When the level is installed, the tripod is placed in a special
star-shaped device. The gripping system of the device is
based on a metal frame with the length of 1.2 m, the width
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forward). After performing the operations towards the
“backward” point, the operator on the instrument signals to
the person with the rod who is at the “backward” point to
move to the “forward” point for the next observation station.
That person puts the rod in a transportation position and
drives to the next point. At the same time, the observer goes
to the next station point. The person with the rod at the
“forward” point will remain on the same position, because
that will become the “backward” point for the next station,
the rod remaining fixed on the turtle, but rotated at 180
degrees.
Based on the on-site observation (double motorized and
classical levelling), the height differences for each station
were determined by subtracting the average values of the
measured heights to the “backward” and “forward” points.
The total value of the height difference for the whole
levelling line was obtained by adding the partial height
differences for each station.
The calculation performed for the motorized geometric
levelling is shown in table 1. It is checked by the loop
misclosure resulting for the levelling line:

levelling would be approximately 1,200 hours, which means
about 200 days (half a year) working 6 hours/day.
Table 1 Height differences measured both ways

Distance
between
successive
points

Height
differences
forward
ΔH (m)

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ΔHAB

2
0.7848
-1.4017
-3.6666
-4.4327
-4.1582
-2.0300
-2.3403
-2.0495
-2.1122
-3.1924
-24.5953

Distance
Height
between differences
successive backward
points
ΔH (m)
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ΔHBA

4
3.1837
2.1661
2.0649
2.2866
2.0849
4.1598
4.4403
3.5995
1.3794
-0.7679
24.5972

eΔh = ΔHAB (forward) + ΔHBA (backward)
eΔh = -24.5953 + 24.5972 = 0.0019 m.
The classical levelling was performed according to the
standard procedure, the measurements being made on
another day and under atmospheric conditions that were
different from the motorized case. The misclosure obtained
according to the same calculation method was:
eΔh = 0.002 m.
For testing the production capacity of the motorized
geometric levelling, an average going time was measured
which was approximately 52 minutes for 1 km of traverse,
the average measured distance between point and station
being approximately 50 m. The total time used for each
configuration in the station, including the travelling time, is
approximately 2 minutes and 30 seconds. We need to state
that the results depend on the abilities of the staff and the
optimal correlation of the tasks of all the team members. In
the case of the classical geometric levelling, the average
going time was approximately one hour for 1 km of traverse.
The conclusions can only be generalized with a certain
degree of approximation, since the measuring process was
performed in an experimental phase, on a relatively small
section of the road.
For a project of expanding the levelling network in Iași
County, a statistical analysis can be performed in a GIS
programme regarding the total length of the roads, according
to their positioning in or outside the built-up area, by
categories of roads.
The levelling network for the outside the built-up area in
Iași County would comprise about 700 new points at a
distance of 2 km between them, 180 points for national
roads and 520 points for county roads (Figure 8).
The estimated time for the works of motorized geometric

Fig. 8 The levelling network expanded on the national and county
roads outside the built-up area in Iasi County

4. Conclusions
The main advantages of using the motorized geometric
levelling are:
 The time it takes to perform the measurements is shorter
than in the case of classical levelling.
 The transportation of the measuring instrument and of
the rods is automated, a maximum efficiency being obtained
when the operators never leave the car during the
measurements.
 The working conditions are improved, as almost all the
operations are performed in the vehicles, which diminishes
the fatigue of the staff.
 The method ensures increased safety for the operators, as
they are protected by their being inside the car and by the
numerous warning signs on and around the vehicles.
 Measurements can be performed throughout a season
and throughout the work day, even when the weather is
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unfavourable (wind, low temperatures etc).
 The method offers the opportunity to raise the line of
sight, the effect being the diminishing of the influence of
vertical refraction, and the consequence is that the measured
distances become more uniform.
 The use of motorized geometric levelling satisfies the
precision requirements of all types of projects, from
determinations in the first order national network to the
lower order common works.

equipment and methods.
The production capacity of the motorized geometric
levelling recommends it for the implementation of this
technology for redetermining the national levelling network
in Romania, together with the GNSS simultaneous
determination of some of these points in order to get a
precise quasigeoid model on the Romanian territory.
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In the case study, the work procedure was half motorized, as
the vehicle on which the bar code rod was placed did not
have an automatic device for lowering it to the ground and
the turtle was manually placed by the operator. As no major
changes could be performed on the used vehicles, a gripping
system for the tripod and the rods needed to be developed
without affecting the structure of the car.
The results, although they offer a precise levelling,
according to the technical specification of the used
instrument (± 2 mm/km), need to be confirmed by an
expansion of the works on longer itineraries and under
different relief and atmosphere conditions. For increasing
the precision, the recommendation is to use better electronic
levelling instruments and for increasing the degree of
automation, it would be useful to work with a robot levelling
instrument and to check the measurements on-site, in real
time, with a computer.
If, for natural reasons (very slanted slope), the motorized
geometric levelling cannot be used, the motorized
trigonometric levelling needs to be used, with its specific
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Abstract

1. Introduction

Verifications by calculating the amount "Stress values"
in the characteristic sections of the building are confronted
with the results of tests on models or test sections. These
are - currently - followed by observations made by means
of measures installed both in body building and outside it.
Hypothesis verification models are supplied by
statistical tests. At measurements compensation are
formulated several hypotheses. To validate or not the
results obtained after compensation is necessary to verify
such assumptions.
To detect possible deformations (displacement)
occurring between two networks, observed at different
times, it should be performed analysis only in the
remaining common (identical) points in the interval T i and
Ti + 1. In principle, comparing the coordinates (ie altitudes /
heights) of the network points determined at different
stages and investigates whether they form or not congruent
figures. The difference between the determined parameters
for network points should be within into a "safety margin".
The safety margin is calculated according to the
empirical standard deviation. If this does not fall within
safe limits, the statistic test does not indicate anything other
than that in the network have appeared deformations.

Verifications by calculating the amount "Stress values" in
the characteristic sections of the building are confronted with
the results of tests on models or test sections. These are currently - followed by observations made by means of
measures installed both in body building and outside it. By
comparing the results of these measurements performed on
the construction with the results obtained by test of models
(samples) and data obtained by calculations concerning the
load capacity of building could be accomplished a
"diagnosis" on the state of the building and eventually an
estimate of its future behavior. This will allow any measures
to strengthen or further use of such constructions.
The statistical hypotheses verification models are
constituted by statistical tests. At compensation of
measurements are formulated several hypotheses. In order to
validate or not the results of compensation is necessary to
verify the hypothesis in question. The main measures to be
taken to verify them are:
 Verification of assumptions made on the parameters;
 Verification that the distribution corresponds to the
respective distribution;
Statistical hypothesis is an assumption that can be T - true
or F - false, depending on the assumed risk coefficient (α).
Statistical hypotheses verification algorithms are:
1. Ordering increasing these values;
2. The calculation of statistics (ϴ) is made according to
the nature of the size or depending on distribution:

Keywords
Geometric leveling, accurate measurements, compensation,
stability, displacements, statistical tests.

3. Defining the hypothesis

the definitive hypothesis

:
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-null hypothesis..
În cazul acestei ipoteze se verifică egalitatea a două
mărimi
:
- alternative hypothesis;
In the case of this hypothesis we have the following
situations: unilateral (single), alternative and bilateral
alternative.
4. Establishing of the risk coefficient (generally in
geodesy, the risk coefficient is 5%);
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5. Determination of the critical statistics (
)
which it extracted from the corresponding statistic's
distribution tables depending on the coefficient of risk and
degrees of freedom;
6. Comparison of the calculated value
with the
critical value
. [1]

2. Statistical models
These are the simplest and most commonly models used
in practice, in their analysis is interesting for us the status
of the object at the time of measurement. At first, these
models allow the analysis of only two stages of
measurements with time they have improved. Currently,
they allow a global analysis of several stages of
measurements.

2.1 The global test of congruence
To detect possible deformations (displacements)
occurring between two geodetic networks will be analyzed
only remaining common points (identical points) between
the interval T1 and T2.
In principle, is compared the coordinates of the network
points determined at different stages and is examined
whether they form or not congruent figures.
The difference between the determined parameters for
network points must be within safety limit. The safety limit
is calculated according to the empirical standard
deviation. If the difference does not fall within safe limits,
the statistic test does not indicate anything other than that,
in the network have appeared deformations.
Through the global congruence test intended to
determine a critical value, which is determined based on
statistical distribution of measurements. This value we
compare to the theoretical value of the statistical
distribution under the same hypothesis that the critical
value was calculated.
The inconformity with the safety limits of the
parameters determined by processing, indicate that the two
networks are not congruent.
The conditions that the test of congruence to locate the
deformations in the network are:
 for both stages of observations should be entered the
same provisional coordinates, being able to make reference
to the same sizes, ie the same datum;
 in both stages should have the same defect for the
reference dates (the same datum);
 usually, the used processing model is that of a free
networks:
o in the case of unconstrained networks must be
known the coordinates of two points;
o in the case of constrained networks must be known

the coordinates of at least three points;
 the network configuration in the both stages should be
the same;
 the theoretical standard deviation should be the same
for both stages of measurements.
At each stage are made the measurements and on this
base can be established a functional - stochastic model:
 The functional model (FM):
(1)
 The stochastic model (SM):
(2)
The principle of the method of the smallest squares
(LSM):
(3)
(4)
Note: The configuration matrix (A) indicates that the
measurements are uncorrelated.
(5)
From equation (2) gives:
(6)
Note: "0" on the secondary diagonal of the matrix of the
relations (4), (5), (6) indicates that the measurements are
considered as uncorrelated between the two measured stages
[2].

2.2 Comparison of theoretical standard
deviation in two stages
The comparing the theoretical standard deviation in the
two phases is done through a statistical hypothesis, which
requires the comparison of the empirical deviation of the two
stages of measurements:
(7)
The analysis is done through the Fischer statistical test:
(8)
Note: has Fischer distribution because it is a ratio of
square shapes.
(9)
ti  no. of degrees of freedom;

(1   )  safety threshold used by geodesists;
The test decision
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 If:

To apply any statistical test should be fixed - previously a hypothesis:
(25)
B - the matrix that explains the function, also called
configuration matrix;
W - the vector of discrepancies.
In the case of congruence test the hypotheses are made:
(26)

(10)
 If:

(11)
Be the normal system of equations (i=1, 2):

(27)
Through the hypotheses introduced by (26) and (27) we
want to know how to change the value of Ω when the
deformations appear.

(12)
(28)
(13)
Note: Since this is a free network there are no fixed
points, so the configuration matrix has a rank defect which
is transmitted to the matrix N. Therefore, the normal matrix
determinant is zero, which means that it cannot be
reversed. It follows that equation (13) cannot be applied:
- pseudo reverse
(14)
(15)
(16)

(29)

 H - the value of  affected by hypothesis
 - initial value influenced by statistical hypothesis;
R - the amount that they contribute the statistical
hypothesis introduced by us;
From equation (29), the amount of R will be determined
as an error function, known from mathematical statistics:
(30)
(31)

Solving the system (15) leads to finding the unknown
parameters and corrections, with which we can calculate
accuracies:

From equations (27) and (31) results:

(32)
We make the following notations:

(17)
We make the notations:

(33)
(18)
(19)

We introduce the notations in (32) and obtain:

R=
(20)

f  degrees of freedom

(21)
(22)

From relations (17), (18) and (20):
(23)
From relations (19), (21), (22) and (23):
- deformation model

(34)
where do you:
Qdd - cofactors matrix of deformation model;
d - the discrepancy vector;
rang Qdd = rang Q1 = rang Q2 = h;
h = n - d, n - number of measurements and d - rank defect.
The global test of congruence relation has the following
form (he has Fischer distribution because it is a ratio of
square shapes):

(24)

(35)
From the relations (34) and (35) we have:

2.3 Application of the statistical test when the
configurations are identical [4]

(36)
We introduce the equation (24) in the above relation and
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obtain:
Note: The matrix E is formed by filling the main diagonal
with digits 1 and 0 as follows: 1 – in the right of common
points and 0 - in the right points which are not common.
The matrix G is used to border on the right and bottom of
the sub-matrices AiT Pi Ai , to calculate the pseudo-reverse N+:

(37)
ie the:

(43)

(38)
Decision of the test:

(44)

Equation (43) is used when the configurations are the
same. In case the configurations are different, the matrix B
will replace the matrix G and the relation (43) becomes:

 If:

(45)

(39)
 If:

(40)
Remarks:
1. The decision by this test statistic is true with
probability P = 1-α, ie P = 95%. It is not possible to take a
decision that is certain, ie the P = 100%;
2. The congruence test reveals that the two networks are
congruent or not. If not congruent, this test does not specify
points "moved" that contributed to non-congruent
networks.

2.4 Application of statistical test when the
configurations are different [3]
To solve the problem, we will minimize the "follow" of
the configuration matrix only for common points and then
we will follow the above steps. Thus, the matrix G will be
replaced by a selection matrix B, which relates only to the
common points:

The matrix G must satisfy the following condition:
NG = 0
(46)
From the spectral analysis is demonstrated that the matrix
G contains the eigenvectors of the configuration matrix,
which has its own value 0. The number of eigenvectors
corresponding to the rank defect of the monitoring geodetic
network:
GTX=0
(47)
Note: The form of the G matrices depends on the type of
geodetic network: leveling, trilateration, two-dimensional or
three-dimensional triangulation.
Example:
 For leveling networks that have one degree of freedom
(one translational direction H) the rank defect is d = 1 and
the G matrix form is:
(48)
no. of the vector elements = no. of the points in the
network.
 For bi-dimensional triangulation networks, which have
7 degrees of freedom (three translations X, Y, Z, 3
rotations around the Y and Z axes and the scale factor m)
the rank defect is d = 7 and the G matrix form is:

(41)
(49)
(42)
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 For the three-dimensional triangulation networks,
which have 4 degrees of freedom (2 translations X, Y, 1
rotation around the H axis and the scale factor m) the rank
defect is d = 4 and the G matrix form is:

engineering construction, namely the People's Salvation
Cathedral.
In this network were carried out successive measurements
of geometric precision leveling in order to determine the
vectors of movement for the floating marks (leveling, settling
marks) mounted on the structural elements of the building in
construction.
For the case study were considered a number of 3 stages
of measurements made on the 4 reference marks, located
outside the zone of influence of the construction works.

3.1 Processing the measurements
(50)
 For the trilateration networks and heterogeneous
networks, which have 3 degrees of freedom (2 translations
X, Y, 1 rotation around the H axis) the rank defect is d = 3
and the G matrix form is:

(51)

2.4 Localizarea deformațiilor utilizând testul
Student „t”

(52)
(53)
(54)

To determine with high accuracy the heights of the points
materialized on the building which is subject to monitoring
(settling marks) was considered as the only solution to the
problem is to design a network of reference, consisting of at
least 4 landmarks, located outside the zone of influence of
the construction execution in which there is the possibility of
performing accurate measurements to the settling marks.
In this article, these points are called RA1, RA2, RA3
and RA4 (Figure 1).
The determination of the accurate level differences
between stations points, was ensured with the use of
geometric precision leveling instrument (the digital leveling
instrument) TOPCON DL-101C.
For readings were used encoded leveling rods with invar
band. In these conditions, the system ensures an accuracy of
0.3 - 0.4 mm / double km of leveling.
Were measured five level differences, resulting in a
system of 5 equations of corrections.
The processing (compensation) of measurements was
performed by use the concept of free network (without
constraints).
The compensation calculations and determination of
heights (H) of points were performed and the global test of
congruence and localization of deformation was applied (if
applicable) for each of the 3 stages of measurements
(Table 1).

The test decision:

RA2

RA1

If:

If:
RA4

3. Case Study

RA3

To demonstrate the theoretical notions presented above
we used the measurements performed in a geodetic leveling
network, network of monitoring in time of an important

Fig. 1 The scheme of precision leveling network
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Locating of deformations (Student "t" test):
Table 1. The heights of the landmarks in the 3 stages of measurement
STAGE
Mas.
0
STAGE 1
STAGE 2
stage
29.06.20
10.09.2012
10.01.2014
12
Pts.
H
H
H (m)
H (m)
Pts. No.
No.
(m)
(m)
85,5502
85,5501
-0,1
85,5434
-6,8 -6,7
RA1
88,7188
88,7189
0,1
88,7166
-2,2 -2,3
RA2
87,6853
87,6854
0,1
87,6904
5,1
5
RA3
86,7895
86,7893
-0,2
86,7933
3,8
4
RA4

Stage 1-2
Pts.
No.
1
2
3
4

3.2 The results of statistical tests
The detection of deformations (Fisher test):

Stage
1-2
Stage
1-3
Stage
2-3

f

tj

0,7316
0,6542
0,8311
0,6046

-15,7714
4,8712
8,6650
-3,2890

Stage 2-3
Pts.
sj
No.
1
17,58552
2
15,72473
3
19,97837
4
14,53323

Following these tests has been reached the following
conclusions highlighted in the monitoring sheet.

s0 [mm]

sj

t

tj
-2,62992
-6,67859
3,970532
3,624652

Notes

2,1318

t

displaced
displaced
displaced
displaced

Notes

2,1318

displaced
displaced
displaced
displaced

h

etapa 1

0,63

4

3

etapa 2

1,62

4

3

etapa 3

41,71

4

3

Stage 1-3
Pts.
No.
1

sj

tj

17,57427

-2,61013

t

Notes
displaced

F
computed

F
critical

15,71467

-7,07803

h

s0
[mm]

2

f

Notes

3

19,96559

3,893766

2,1318

displaced
displaced

4

3

1,7

34,2822

6,5914

deformations

4

14,52393

3,796387

displaced

41,7

82,4028

deformations

41,7

82,2974

deformations

The results of applying the statistical tests, namely the
vertical displacement vectors of the reference and control
points can be seen in the suggestively chart below.
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Conclusions

[4] Dumitru Onose, Cursul de „Urmărire a comportării în
timp a construcțiilor și terenurilor”, anul lV, 2014-2015.

In the case of in time monitoring of constructions the
purpose is to determine if the building or the materialized
points of respective building were moved or not. If they
were displaced the following questions appearing:
1. This displacement represents or not a danger for the
respective construction works?
2. In what place was performed the displacement?
Thus, in order to answer these questions, with a
probability of 95% applies statistical tests described above.
After applying these tests we can find the answer to the
questions above and we will be able to prevent potential
material damages or even save human lives.
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